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We propose and analyze a set of variational quantum algorithms for solving quadratic uncon-
strained binary optimization problems where a problem consisting of nc classical variables can be
implemented on O(lognc) number of qubits. The underlying encoding scheme allows for a system-
atic increase in correlations among the classical variables captured by a variational quantum state
by progressively increasing the number of qubits involved. We first examine the simplest limit where
all correlations are neglected, i.e. when the quantum state can only describe statistically indepen-
dent classical variables. We apply this minimal encoding to find approximate solutions of a general
problem instance comprised of 64 classical variables using 7 qubits. Next, we show how two-body
correlations between the classical variables can be incorporated in the variational quantum state and
how it can improve the quality of the approximate solutions. We give an example by solving a 42-
variable Max-Cut problem using only 8 qubits where we exploit the specific topology of the problem.
We analyze whether these cases can be optimized efficiently given the limited resources available
in state-of-the-art quantum platforms. Lastly, we present the general framework for extending the
expressibility of the probability distribution to any multi-body correlations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, important experimental breakthroughs
have propelled quantum computing as one of the most
thriving fields of research [1–6], with the long-term goal
of building universal quantum computers capable of run-
ning algorithms with provable quantum speed-up [7, 8].
As the first generations of quantum hardware, referred to
as noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices [9],
do not yet fulfill the technical requirements to implement
error-corrected universal quantum computing, increasing
efforts are dedicated to design near-term algorithms ca-
pable of performing computational tasks with imperfect
and limited quantum resources [10, 11]. Amongst the
most promising paradigms are the variational quantum
algorithms (VQA) [12–16]. In these algorithms, a param-
eterized quantum circuit is optimized using classical com-
puting resources to generate a quantum state that repre-
sents an accurate approximate solution of the problem at
hand. While a formal proof of any quantum advantages
these algorithms might bring has yet to be found [17],
applications of NISQ devices to real-world problems are
already being explored.
For instance, VQAs such as the quantum approxi-
mate optimization algorithm (QAOA) [12, 18–26] and
hardware efficient [27, 28] approaches have been applied
to find approximate solutions to NP-hard quadratic un-
constrained binary optimisation (QUBO) problems [29].
QAOA in particular is able to ensure a lower bound on
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the quality of its solutions for sparse instances of QUBO
problems using shallow circuits. This quality is then able
to monotonically converge towards the exact solution for
infinitely deep circuits [12, 30]. Recent experiments have
however highlighted the challenges in implementing the
QAOA on problem graphs that differ from the native
connectivity of the quantum hardware, even for small
system sizes [26]. Hardware efficient approaches, on the
other hand, are motivated by the simplicity of their im-
plementations but do not guarantee a lower bound on
the quality of the solutions. This is usually accomplished
using series of gates native to the quantum platform and
is unconstrained by the topology of the QUBO problem.
However, depending on the implementation, these hard-
ware efficient approaches can be plagued by exponen-
tially large barren plateaus in their optimization land-
scapes as the number of qubits increases [31]. These bar-
ren plateaus hinder the ability to optimize these circuits
efficiently and threaten to limit the number of qubits in-
volved.
The challenges that come when employing an increas-
ing number of qubits do not end here. While having finite
coherence times and imperfect gate fidelities remain an
issue, the engineering overhead of scaling up the quan-
tum hardware currently limits the size of computational
tasks to toy models. Previously proposed schemes to im-
plement quantum algorithms to solve optimization prob-
lems have used a number of classical variables equal to
the number of qubits available and were therefore limited
to problem sizes involving only a few tens of them [20–
28]. This is not representative of real-world optimization
problems, where the number of classical variables nc in-
volved are often on the order of 104. In order to test
the performance of NISQ devices on more realistic opti-
mization problems, alternative methods of encoding the
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2classical variables onto the limited number of qubits are
required.
In this work, we tackle this problem by proposing a
hardware efficient encoding scheme for QUBO models
with nc variables that can be implemented on O(log nc)
number of qubits. In this context, a variational quantum
state encodes a probability distribution over all classical
solutions and the variational process aims at producing a
state with maximal probability associated with the best
solutions. We show that by dividing the total number of
qubits nq = na + nr into a group of na ancillas and a
group of nr register qubits, one can in principle use this
probability distribution to encode any na-body correla-
tions between a number of QUBO variables that scale
exponentially with nr. This heuristic approach allows
for the systematic increase in the correlations that can
be captured in the probability distribution by progres-
sively increasing the number of qubits.
As an example, in the limit where all correlations are
neglected, nr = log2(nc) and optimization problems of
nc ∼ 104 classical variables could be tackled on quan-
tum hardware with no more than 15 qubits. We present
a variational approach based on this minimal encoding
and investigate its performance for increasing problem
sizes. From there, we consider protocols to encode differ-
ent subsets of two-body correlations and explore whether
they can be optimized efficiently. We demonstrate how
a selective encoding scheme can be applied to the Max-
Cut problem, a sparse instance of QUBO models, and
show that exploiting the topology of a specific problem
to select an efficient subset of correlations leads to better
solutions. All protocols proposed in this manuscript are
in line with the limitations of the current state-of-the-art
quantum platforms. These alternative encoding schemes
could pave the way towards NISQ devices having practi-
cal applications with performances comparable to classi-
cal algorithms when it comes to large-scale optimization
problems.
II. QUBO MODEL AND THE COMPLETE
ENCODING SCHEME
The QUBO model is an NP-hard combinatorial prob-
lem that consists of minimizing a cost function of the
form Cx = ~x
ᵀA~x, where ~x ∈ {0, 1}nc is a vector of nc
classical binary variables and A is a real and symmet-
ric matrix. This model is of particular interest due to
its relationship with other optimization problems such
as the Max-Cut, portfolio optimization and facility al-
location problems [32–34]. Existing metaheuristic ap-
proaches such as the TABU search, genetic algorithms,
and simulated annealing are capable of finding suitable
solutions to problems consisting of nc ∼ 104 classical
variables [35, 36].
In recent implementations of VQA applied to solving
QUBO problems, each binary variable in ~x is represented
by a single qubit, i.e. nq = nc; a mapping which we will
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FIG. 1: Schematic representation of the encoding schemes.
(a) Complete graph representing a dense QUBO matrix A.
(b) A 3-Regular graph Max-Cut problem. The set of red
edges is an example of perfect matching where each vertex is
connected to only a single edge. (c) Encoding schemes where
na-body correlation are encoded with na increasing from top
to bottom. In the minimal encoding, each of the 2nr basis
states |φi〉 is used to represent a single classical variable xi
(vertex). In the n-body (two-body) encoding scheme, groups
of n (two) classical variables are formed and each basis state
represents a unique encoded group. In the complete encoding,
each basis state represents an entire graph.
refer to as the complete encoding. The resulting quan-
tum state is parameterized by a set of angles ~θ with the
general form
|ψcp(~θ)〉 = Uˆcp(~θ)|ψ0〉 =
∑
~x∈{0,1}nc
α~x(~θ)|~x〉, (1)
where Uˆcp(~θ) is the unitary evolution implemented on the
quantum platform, {|~x〉 = ⊗nqi |xi〉} with xi ∈ {0, 1} is
the complete computational basis spawn by the nq qubits
and |ψ0〉 is a given input state. By associating a classical
solution ~x with a basis state |~x〉, the state |ψcp(~θ)〉 is able
to encode all possible classical solutions in a linear super-
position. This unique property of quantum mechanics
opens the possibility for multiple classical solutions to be
tested simultaneously and this intrinsic parallelism is a
strong motivator in developing quantum algorithms for
classical problems.
In the case where Uˆcp(~θ) is a universal quantum cir-
cuit, all α~x in Eq. (1) can in principle be independent
(up to the normalization condition). Consequently, this
quantum state is able to capture all possible correlations
between the classical variables and exhibits expressive
power that is beyond classical computation [37–39]. The
3goal from here would be to efficiently navigate the expo-
nentially large Hilbert space and reach the basis state(s)
which represent the exact or approximate solution(s) to
the QUBO problem.
In this complete encoding scheme, the QUBO model
can be mapped onto an Ising Hamiltonian
HˆIsing =
1
4
nc∑
i,j
Aij(1− σˆ(i)z )(1− σˆ(j)z ), (2)
where σˆ
(i)
z is the z Pauli matrix acting on qubit i and
Aij are the elements of the matrix A. The ground state
of HˆIsing is a basis state |~x〉 that corresponds to an exact
solution ~x of the QUBO problem defined by A. For gen-
eral instances, HˆIsing represents a system of interacting
spins where all two-body interactions may be present.
A variational algorithm can then be implemented to
find a suitable solution by using the ansatz Uˆcp(~θ) to
produce trial states and finding the set of parameters ~θ
to minimize the cost function
Ccp(~θ) = 〈ψcp(~θ)|HˆIsing|ψcp(~θ)〉. (3)
Here, Eq. (3) is a linear function of expectation values
with a number of terms polynomial in the number of
qubits.
Existing variational ansatzes for optimization prob-
lems can be divided in two distinct groups — approaches
which require the Hamiltonian HˆIsing to be implemented
on the quantum hardware and those which utilize only
native gates unconstrained by the specific problem. Ap-
proaches such as the QAOA, as implemented in Refs. [20–
26], fall into the first category and benefit from being
able to exploit some extent of adiabatic computing to
search the Hilbert space [40]. In principle, the pro-
duced variational state is guaranteed to converge towards
the exact solution for infinitely long quantum evolution
Uˆcp(~θ). These approaches however, can be difficult to im-
plement for generic QUBO problems. Approaches that
fall into the second category have been implemented in
Refs. [27, 28] and are designed to circumvent the tech-
nical challenges of implementing HˆIsing. However, these
approaches do not guarantee the existence of an efficient
path to the optimal solution and can become exponen-
tially hard to optimize as the system size increases.
III. MINIMAL ENCODING
While complete encoding schemes allow for all many-
body correlations to be captured between classical vari-
ables, the number of qubits required limits their appli-
cation to small system sizes with unfavorable scaling up
perspectives. In what follows, we propose an encoding
scheme which sacrifices this ability to capture correla-
tions but allows for problem sizes to be scaled exponen-
tially with the number of qubits. We refer to this map-
ping as the minimal encoding.
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FIG. 2: Hardware-efficient variational ansatz. The initial
quantum state |ψ0〉 = 1√
2nq
⊗nqi=1 (|0〉 + |1〉) is produced by
the first layer of Hadamard gates. Each subsequent layer
1 ≤ l ≤ L is composed of a series of CNOT gates and single
rotations Ry(θi) (denoted Y) where the L×nq variational pa-
rameters are grouped in ~θ (n = nq for readability). A single
evaluation of the cost function requires nmeas measurements
in the computational basis and one optimization process re-
quires neval of these evaluations.
A. Expressibility of the minimal encoding
The minimal encoding scheme considered here requires
one ancilla na = 1 and nr = log2 nc register qubits
for a total number of nq = log2 nc + 1 qubits. The
parametrized quantum state can be expressed as
|ψ1(~θ)〉 =
nc∑
i=1
βi(~θ)[ai(~θ)|0〉a + bi(~θ)|1〉a]⊗ |φi〉r, (4)
where the states {|φi〉r} ({|0〉a, |1〉a}) are computational
basis states of the register (ancilla) qubits. The premise
is to define a one-to-one correspondence between each of
the nc classical variables xi in ~x and a unique basis state
|φi〉r, as depicted in Fig. 1 (c). The probability of the
ith classical variable to have the value 1 or 0 is given by
Pr(xi = 1) = |bi|2 and Pr(xi = 0) = 1 − |bi|2 = |ai|2 re-
spectively. The coefficients βi(~θ) capture the likelihood
of measuring each register state |φi〉 and thus the corre-
sponding state of the ancilla qubit. As an example, en-
coding the probability distribution over all solutions ~x of
dimensions nc = 4 requires nr = 2. One can then define
the mapping as |φ1〉r ≡ |00〉r, |φ2〉r = |01〉r, |φ3〉r ≡ |10〉r
and |φ4〉r = |11〉r. In doing so, the quantum state rep-
resenting the unit probability of sampling ~x = (1, 0, 0, 1)
would read |ψ1〉 = (|1〉a|00〉r + |0〉a|01〉r + |0〉a|10〉r +
|1〉a|11〉r)/2.
The limitation of this compact mapping is its ability
to only encode distribution functions of statistically inde-
pendent classical variables, i.e. where the probability of
obtaining a particular classical solution ~x from the state
is given by Pr(~x) =
∏nc
i=1 Pr(xi). This comes as no sur-
prise as the quantum state uses only nc coefficients to
encode a probability distribution over 2nc solutions [46].
4B. Cost function to minimize
As with standard VQAs, we defined a cost function to
be minimized using a set of parameters ~θ. Given that
|ψ1(~θ)〉 represents a distribution function over statisti-
cally independent classical variables, it adopts the form
C1(~θ) =
nc∑
i,j=1
Aij
〈Pˆ 1i 〉~θ〈Pˆ 1j 〉~θ
〈Pˆi〉~θ〈Pˆj〉~θ
(1− δij) +
nc∑
i=1
Aii
〈Pˆ 1i 〉~θ
〈Pˆi〉~θ
,
(5)
where Pˆi = |φi〉〈φi|r (Pˆ 1i = |1〉〈1|a ⊗ Pˆi) are the projec-
tors over the register basis state |φi〉r independent of the
ancilla state (with the ancilla being in |1〉a). The expecta-
tion value can be expressed as 〈Pˆi〉~θ = 〈ψ1(~θ)|Pˆi|ψ1(~θ)〉,
giving bi(~θ) = 〈Pˆ 1i 〉~θ/〈Pˆi〉~θ.
The highly entangled quantum state that minimizes
Eq. (5) adopts the form |ψ〉 = ∑i βi|σi〉a ⊗ |φi〉 with
σi = {0, 1} and corresponds unambiguously to the ex-
act solution ~x = [σ1, . . . , σnc ] that minimizes the QUBO
problem defined by the matrix A. Another important as-
pect of C1(~θ) is that it only depends on the set of norms
{|bi|2}. As a consequence, partial tomography performed
by a series of measurements solely in the computational
basis is sufficient for its estimation. Finally, the cost func-
tion C1(~θ) in Eq. (5) cannot be reduced to a linear func-
tion of expectation values and therefore the QUBO model
in the minimal encoding scheme cannot be described with
a suitable Hamiltonian. A detailed derivation of Eq. (5)
is presented in appendix A.
C. Variational protocol to solve randomly
generated QUBO models
The quantum state |ψ1(~θ)〉 = Uˆ1(~θ)|ψ0〉 is produced
by a parameterized unitary evolution Uˆ1(~θ) applied to a
initial product state |ψ0〉 ∼ (|0〉a+|1〉a)⊗
∑nc
i=1 |φi〉r. We
consider a hardware efficient circuit as our ansatz Uˆ1(~θ)
in the form depicted in Fig. 2. This circuit starts with
a layer of Hadamard gates applied to all the qubits ini-
tially in |00 . . . 00〉 to produce |ψ0〉. It then follows with
an alternating sequence of nearest-neighbor CNOT gates
and single qubit Ry(θi) rotations. Each successive appli-
cation of CNOT gates and Ry(θi) rotations make up a
single layer. This choice of ansatz represents the simplest
case where qubits are arranged in a linear topology with
nearest-neighbor couplings. It also produces states with
only real-valued coefficients which efficiently restricts the
Hilbert space since the cost function in Eq. (5) does not
depend on any phases.
The optimization procedure is standard and first con-
sists of randomly choosing a starting point for the vari-
ational parameters ~θini from a uniform distribution and
measuring the output quantum state |ψ(~θini)〉 in the com-
putational basis. This quantum evolution is repeated
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FIG. 3: Optimized cost function value in the minimal en-
coding scheme as a function of circuit depth L for randomly
generated problems of different sizes nc with nmeas → ∞.
The lines represent the mean final value of 20 runs from 20
different starting points ~θini. The shaded regions show one
standard deviation from the mean. The optimization pro-
cesses have been terminated at neval = 5000. The minimum
and maximum values of the cost function, Cmin and Cmax
respectively, were found using the classical optimization soft-
ware Gurobi [41] and were used to normalize the cost function
values from 0 to 1.
nmeas times to estimate C1(~θini). The results are fed
to a classical optimizer which updates the parameters
θold → θnew. The parameters are updated neval times un-
til convergence or if a set of termination criteria is met.
The resulting parameters are denoted ~θopt. From the fi-
nal quantum state |ψ(~θopt)〉, a set of solutions {~x} with
value Cx = ~x
ᵀA~x are obtained by sampling each variable
independently following Pr(xi = 1) = |bi|2 [cf. Eq. (4)].
In Fig. 3, we show the average optimized cost function
as a function of circuit depth for 3 QUBO instances of
different sizes, nc = 8, 32 and 64, using nq = 4, 6 and 7
qubits respectively. In each instance, the elements of A
were randomly drawn from a uniform distribution rang-
ing from -1 to 1. COBYLA was chosen as the classical
minimizer to update the variational parameters as it was
found to give the best results for the least number of cost
function evaluations [42].
In Fig. 4 (a)–(c), we compare the infinite-measurement
limit to simulated values obtained using nmeas ∼ 1 −
15 × 103, at specific circuit depths for each of the dif-
ferent problem sizes. Our findings show that increasing
the number of measurements reduces the likelihood of
the optimizer terminating in a local minima caused by
fluctuations in the cost function. It also allows for finer
tuning of the optimal parameters due to the increased
precision when estimating C1(~θ), resulting in an increase
in neval.
The solutions drawn from the optimized states of Fig. 4
(a)–(c) are distributed according to their cost function
value in Fig. 4 (d)–(f). The results show that the min-
imal encoding scheme was able to produce a significant
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FIG. 4: (a)–(c): Evolution of the (renormalized) cost function C˜1 = (C1 − Cmin)/(Cmax − Cmin) during the optimization
process in the minimal encoding scheme for different sizes of A. Shaded regions represent one standard deviation from the
average over 30 different starting ~θini. The final value of the cost function decreases as more nmeas were used in evaluating C˜1.
(a) Circuit depth of L = 4 and matrix size of nc = 8 (b) Circuit depth of L = 12 and matrix size of nc = 32 (c) Circuit depth of
L = 18 and matrix size of nc = 64. (d)–(f): Cumulative distribution of solutions drawn from the final quantum state |ψ1(~θopt)〉
using the parameters outlined in (a)–(c). The y-axis represents the fraction of solutions with value above the corresponding C˜x
(x-axis). Vertical lines show the minimum C˜1 found from the solutions. The black dotted line shows the distribution of (d) all
2nc = 256 solutions and (e)–(f) 4× 108 randomly generated solutions.
portion of its solutions to be within 20% of the optimal
cost function value for nc = 8, 32 and a majority of so-
lutions produced for the nc = 64 case were found to be
within 30% of the optimal cost function value. The nu-
merical results also suggest that an increase in resources
such as nmeas, neval and depth L are required to maintain
comparable accuracy as the problem sizes increase.
IV. TWO-BODY CORRELATIONS
In this section, we show how two-body correlations be-
tween the classical variables of the QUBO problem can
be introduced into the probability distribution captured
by the quantum state. These correlations refer to the
conditional probability of one of the variables taking on
a certain value given the value of another variable when
sampling the classical solution from the probability dis-
tribution. We then describe how the particular topology
of the different QUBO instances can influence the sub-
set of correlated pairs to be encoded. Specifically, when
applied to a Max-Cut problem, we find that encoding
only the correlations between pairs of variables that are
connected within the graph leads to an improvement in
the classical solutions obtained when compared to the
minimal encoding approach.
A. General encoding scheme
We propose a general form of the quantum state that
allows for the encoding of two-body correlations:
|ψ2(~θ)〉 =
npair∑
i,j
βij(~θ)[aij(~θ)|00〉a + bij(~θ)|10〉a (6)
+ cij(~θ)|01〉a + dij(~θ)|11〉a]⊗ |φij〉r,
where the register (ancilla) subspace now comprises nr =
log2(npair) (na = 2) qubits with npair being the number
of two-body correlations encoded. Similar to the mini-
mal encoding scheme, each basis state |φij〉r of the reg-
ister space acts as a pointer. However, this pointer now
points to the index of a pair of classical variables (xi, xj),
as depicted in Fig. 1(c). The associated two-qubit ancilla
state encodes the bare probability for all pair values,
e.g. Pr(xi = 0, xj = 0) = |aij |2, Pr(xi = 1, xj = 0) =
|bij |2 and so on. This encoding allows one to produce
probability distributions that is able to capture correla-
tions beyond statistically independent variables.
The form of Eq. (6) is general enough to allow correla-
tions to be captured between either all pairs of variables
or only a subset of these pairs. In certain cases, one might
be able to infer a preferred subset of pairs to encode based
on the specific topology of the problem, allowing for an
important reduction in the number of qubits required. In
what follows, we highlight this point by comparing two
general cases of frequently encountered QUBO models.
61. Selective subsets for sparse matrices
In QUBO instances where A is sparse, one might nat-
urally expect that the most important correlations are
those between the pairs of non-zero elements in A. One
seminal instance of sparse QUBO models is the d-regular
Max-Cut problem where d  nc. Each vertex on the
corresponding graph is represented by a classical vari-
able in ~x as depicted in Fig. 1 (b), and each edge by a
non-zero off-diagonal element in A. The resulting matrix
A has d unit entries per row and column, and diagonal
elements Ai,i = −d. By selectively encoding only the
npair = nc × d/2 pairs between non-zero elements in A
(i.e. the edges), nq = log2(nc×d) + 1 are required, which
is only log2(d) qubits more than the minimal encoding
scheme.
Illustrating with an example, encoding the 12 edges
of the 3-regular graph with nc = 8 shown in Fig. 1 (b)
would require nr = 4 register qubits. The pair (x1, x2)
could be mapped onto the basis state |φ12〉r ≡ |0000〉r,
the pair (x1, x7) on |φ17〉r ≡ |0001〉r and so on until each
edge is associated with a unique basis state. In the later
sections, we apply this selective encoding method to solve
a 3-regular Max-Cut problem with nc = 42 number of
variables using nq = 8 qubits, allowing us to surpass the
performance of the minimal encoding scheme.
2. Encoding all possible pairings for dense matrices
For more extreme instances where A is dense, such
as the randomly generated QUBO models used in the
previous section, selecting a specific subset of two-body
correlations becomes completely arbitrary. The only
unbiased approach then involves encoding all possible
npair = nc(nc−1)/2 pairs of classical variables, requiring
the maximal number of qubits nq = log2[nc(nc − 1)] + 1.
Using this method to encode the 28 edges in the fully
connected graph shown Fig. 1 (a) would require nr = 5
register qubits. The mapping would proceed in a similar
fashion as before, where the pair (x1, x2) can be associ-
ated to |ψ12〉r ≡ |00000〉r, (x1, x3) to |ψ13〉r ≡ |00001〉r
and so on. Despite the “unbiased” choice of pairing the
variables, capturing all possible two-body correlations for
general dense QUBO problems is typically not an efficient
use of quantum resource as we shall observe later.
B. Averaging the probabilities and defining the
cost function
Interpreting the quantum state |ψ2〉 in Eq. (6) as a
distribution function Pr(~x) over the ensemble of classi-
cal solutions ~x is not as straightforward as the minimal
encoding case. To better understand this statement, let
us first consider the limit where the ensemble of pairs
{(i, j)} encoded would correspond to the set of edges in
a 1-regular graph, also known as a perfect matching in
graph theory and highlighted in Fig. 1 (b). In this case,
each variable xi is paired with a single other variable xj
and the probability to sample a solution ~x is uniquely
defined as Pr(~x) =
∏
(i,j) Pr(xi, xj). However, in the
more general scenarios where at least one variable is in-
cluded in more than one pair, the probability of sam-
pling a solution ~x is not uniquely defined anymore. For
example, in the limit where all pairs are encoded, there
are Npm(nc) = (nc − 1)!! ways of calculating Pr(~x) with
the possibility of vastly different results, where Npm(nc)
is the number of perfect matchings in a fully connected
graph.
In order to be able to define a cost function in the form
of Eq. (5) that is well-behaved despite the non-uniqueness
of Pr(~x), we need to define averaged probabilities P¯ i,jσi,σj
of sampling xi = σi and xj = σj where σ = {0, 1} that
takes into account the multiple ways of calculating Pr(~x).
Doing so, we obtain the averaged probability of sampling
(xi, xj) = (1, 1) from
P¯ i,j1,1 =
nc∑
l 6=i,j
nc∑
k 6=i,j,l
Rijkl(G)(|cki|2 + |dki|2)(|clj |2 + |dlj |2)
+Rij(G)|dij |2, (7)
where cij and dij are the amplitudes of the ancilla states
given in Eq. (6) (~θ is kept implicit). Here, Rij(G) =
Npm(G − vi − vj)/Npm(G) is the ratio between the num-
ber of perfect matchings after subtracting the vertices vi
and vj from the graph G to the total number of perfect
matchings in G. Similarly, Rijkl describes the same ra-
tio but with 4 vertices removed instead. The graph G
is built by mapping each classical variable to a vertex
and each pair encoded in |ψ2〉 to an edge. Expressions
similar to Eq. (7) for P¯ i,j0,0, P¯
i,j
0,1 and P¯
i,j
1,0 are derived in
appendix A. Using the same approach, one can also de-
rive the averaged probability of sampling xi = 1, leading
to
P¯ i1 =
nc∑
k 6=i
Rik(G)(|bik|2 + |dik|2), (8)
where bij is also defined in Eq. (6).
In the limit where all possible pairs are encoded, these
ratios are Rij(G) = (nc − 3)!!/(nc − 1)!! = 1/(nc − 1)
and Rijkl(G) = Rij(G)/(nc − 3). However, in the case
where only a subset of pairs are encoded, Rijkl(G) de-
pends on the vertices {i, j, k, l} and is NP-hard to eval-
uate. One thus needs to resort to approximated ratios
and our numerical experiments suggest that estimating
Rij(G) = 1/d and Rijkl(G) = Rij(G)/(d − 2) for a d-
regular graph leads to adequate behaviour of the proba-
bilities.
Having the averaged probabilities defined, one can pro-
pose a cost function of the form
C2(~θ) =
nc∑
i,j=1
AijP¯
i,j
1,1(
~θ)(1− δij) +
nc∑
i=1
AiiP¯
i
1(
~θ). (9)
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FIG. 5: Schematic of the protocol to sample a solu-
tion from the ensemble of two-body correlations. The set
of numbers displayed next to the edges between the ver-
tices labeled xi and xj represents the probabilities P¯
i,j =
(P¯ i,j0,0, P¯
i,j
1,0, P¯
i,j
0,1, P¯
i,j
1,1) with the convention i < j. In this ex-
ample, assuming that P¯ 1,21,1 = 0.9 has the largest probability
in the entire graph, (x1, x2) would be the first pair to be se-
lected in step (1). The remaining steps are outlined in the
main text.
The key properties of Eq. (9) are similar to that of Eq. (5)
in that (i) its global minimum corresponds unambigu-
ously to the solution ~x that minimizes the QUBO prob-
lem, (ii) it can be estimated by a series of measurements
solely in the computational basis, and (iii) it cannot be
cast as a linear function of expectation values.
C. Sampling the classical solution from the
quantum state
The form of |ψ2(~θopt)〉 provides some flexibility in how
solutions can be sampled from it. In the following, we de-
scribe a sampling protocol that fully exploits the encoded
correlations and we show a simple example in Fig. 5.
The procedure is as follows.
1. Select the pair (i, j) with the most definite mean
probabilities, i.e. the pair where P¯ i,jσi,σj of sampling
xi = σi and xj = σj is the closest to unity. As
an example, let us consider that the probability to
sample (x1, x2) = (1, 1), P¯
1,2
1,1 = 0.9, is the largest
of all mean probabilities, we select the pair (1, 2).
2. Sample the value of the variables from the set of
probabilities P¯ i,j = (P¯ i,j0,0, P¯
i,j
1,0, P¯
i,j
0,1, P¯
i,j
1,1).
3. Renormalize the probabilities of all variables con-
nected to the pair evaluated in (2). Following the
example, assume that x2 = 1 has been sampled
and is connected to the variable x3, with prob-
abilities P¯ 2,3 = (0, 0.1, 0.6, 0.3). The probability
of sampling (x2, x3) = (0, 1), P
2,3
0,1 = 0.6, is now
irrelevant given that x2 = 1, leading to an up-
dated probability of sampling x3 = 0 of 0.25 and
Pr(x3 = 1) = 0.75.
4. Adjust all remaining probabilities P¯ k,l conse-
quently. Going back to the example, x3 is now con-
nected to x4 where the probabilities were initially
P¯ 3,4 = (0.1, 0, 0, 0.9). Since the probability to sam-
ple x3 = {0, 1} have been modified as exemplified
in (3), P¯ 3,4 is re-evaluated to (0.04, 0, 0, 0.96).
5. Repeat the steps from (1) until all variables have
been assigned a value.
Conceptually, this method allows for a finite propaga-
tion of correlations along the graph G during the sam-
pling. As an example, let us consider the case where cor-
relations in the pairs (xi, xk) and (xk, xl) are explicitly
encoded in |ψ2〉 but not for the pair of variables (xi, xl).
Using this sampling technique makes the probability of
sampling xl = {0, 1} change conditionally for the sam-
pled value of xi, therefore inducing correlations. We
stress that these induced correlations are not captured
in the optimization process, but only during sampling.
D. Application to randomly generated QUBO
instances versus a d-regular Max-Cut
In this section, we present the results obtained after
optimizing quantum states of the form of Eq. (6) using
the cost function C2(~θ) for two different instances of the
QUBO model — a 3-regular Max-Cut problem of nc = 42
and a randomly generated matrix A of nc = 8.
1. Selective encoding for a 3-regular Max-Cut problem
To demonstrate the effectiveness of capturing corre-
lations, we apply our encoding scheme for na = 2 to
a randomly generated 3-regular Max-Cut problem with
nc = 42 vertices and 63 edges. In this example, selective
encoding was used to only encode correlations between
classical variables that are connected by an edge, requir-
ing nq = log2(63) + 2 . 8 qubits. By contrast, encoding
all of the 861 possible pairs would require 12 qubits.
Using the same hardware-efficient circuit shown in
Fig. 2, we apply the optimization protocol described in
Sec. III C. In Fig. 6 (a), we show the final cost function
C2(~θopt) as a function of the circuit depth L in the limit
of nmeas → ∞. We compare to optimization results for
the same problem using the minimal encoding scheme
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FIG. 6: Comparison of results between na = 1 and na = 2 encoding schemes for a randomly generated matrix A of nc = 8
classical variables with all 28 possible pairings being encoded (top row) and a randomly generated 3-regular Max-Cut problem
of nc = 42 using selective encoding to encode only vertices joined by an edge (bottom row). The lighter and darker shaded
lines show nmeas = 15000 and nmeas →∞ respectively. (a),(d) Comparison of final cost function values C1(~θopt) and C2(~θopt)
as a function of the circuit depth L. Points show the mean value over 30 starting points ~θini. Shaded regions represent one
standard deviation from the mean. (b), (e) Comparison of C1(~θopt) and C2(~θopt) during the course of optimization. Mean
number of evaluations for nmeas → ∞ extend beyond what is shown. (c),(f) Cumulative distribution of solutions drawn from
the optimized quantum states |ψ1(~θopt)〉 of (b) and (e) respectively, sorted according to their energy. The black dotted line
shows the distribution of (c) all 2nc = 256 solutions and (f) 4× 108 randomly generated solutions.
na = 1. Panel (b) shows the differences in the optimiza-
tion process between the na = 1 and na = 2 encoding
schemes for L = 6 for nmeas → ∞ and nmeas = 104.
While C1 and C2 are both depicted in the same figure
to demonstrate their respective performance, we stress
that they are different quantities and might lead to sub-
stantial differences in the quality of the solutions sam-
pled despite their comparable values. This discrepancy
is further accentuated given the fundamentally different
sampling protocols.
The distribution of solutions drawn from |ψ2〉 show
a substantial improvement in quality over the solutions
obtained from |ψ1〉, as depicted in Fig. 6 (c). The use
of selective encoding has allowed us to produce better
quality solutions through a combination of encoding only
the subset of two-body correlations that are expected to
be the most relevant and reducing the complexity of the
cost function C2(~θopt).
2. Encoding all pairs for randomly generated QUBO
instances
We conclude the results by revisiting the matrix A
with nc = 8 consisting of elements drawn from a contin-
uous uniform probability distribution. In this instance,
all 28 possible pairings between the 8 classical variables
are encoded, requiring a total of nq = log2(28) + 2 . 7
qubits.
The results are shown in Fig. 6 (d)–(f) and compared
to the results previously obtained in the minimal encod-
ing scheme. Most importantly, panel (c) shows that so-
lutions sampled from the statistically independent distri-
bution function encoded in |ψ1〉 are of better quality than
those sampled from |ψ2〉. These results strongly suggest
that encoding all pairs is not an efficient use of quantum
resources and can lead to a poorer performance during
optimization as well as poorer quality solutions obtained
from the final state.
V. GENERALIZATION TO MULTI-BODY
CORRELATIONS
Now that we have described in detail a framework to
make the first step beyond statistically independent clas-
sical variables and encode two-body correlations, general-
izing the idea to encoding any set of na-body correlations
is straightforward. Consider a variational quantum state
of the form:
|ψa(~θ)〉 =
∑
i
βi(~θ)|ϕi(~θ)〉a|Φi〉r, (10)
where the ancilla state |ϕi(~θ)〉a is composed of na qubits
and is associated with a register state |Φi〉r that points
9to a specified group i of na classical variables. In light
of the previous section, whether |ψa(~θ)〉 can be efficiently
optimized to solve a QUBO problem strongly depends on
the choice of the encoded groups of na classical variables.
One of the simplest mapping strategies consists of en-
coding a selected set of nc/na independent groups of na
variables, i.e. where no variable is part of more than one
group. The number of qubits needed for this,
Nind(na) = log2(nc/na) + na, (11)
increases monotonically until the complete encoding
threshold where na = nc. In this strategy, there is a one-
to-one correspondence between each of the nc/na sub-
group of na classical variables and a unique basis state
of the nr = log2(nc/na) register qubits. The quantum
state |ϕi(~θ)〉a of the na ancilla qubits associated with
the ith subgroup encodes a distribution function that can
capture all correlations among the variables of this sub-
group. The optimization protocol can be interpreted as
partitioning the QUBO problem into subgroups and si-
multaneously solving each of them using the complete
encoding. This choice of mapping is one that is arbi-
trary as there is no fixed structure as to how the vari-
ables should be grouped. However, the minimal use of
quantum resources might make this a desirable choice in
certain situations.
Another strategy would be to encode all nc!na!(nc−na)!
groups of na variables, which is the generalization of en-
coding all possible pairs for na = 2. This requires
Nall(na) = log2
(
nc!
na!(nc − na)!
)
+ na (12)
qubits, which is a non-monotonic function of na and can
substantially exceed the total number of qubits required
for the complete encoding, showing an inefficient use of
quantum resource.
In between these two extremes are multiple mapping
options and whether any of these encoding schemes can
efficiently exploit the dominant correlations within a spe-
cific family of QUBO models is of great interest. For ex-
ample, one could imagine encoding an ensemble of (d+1)-
body correlations that follows the specific topology of a
d-regular Max-Cut problem. In this case, each classical
variable within the d-regular graph forms a group of d+1
elements. Encoding all of those nc groups into a quantum
state would require
Nreg(na) = log2(nc) + na + 1, (13)
qubits, where d = na. For na → (nc− 1), i.e. a fully con-
nected graph, the number of qubits exceeds the threshold
nq = nc by log2(nc).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed and analysed a sys-
tematic encoding scheme for variational quantum algo-
rithms that allows one to capture increasing amount of
correlations between classical variables in optimization
problems. We first detailed the implementation of the
minimal encoding scheme, using only nq = log2(nc) + 1
qubits to solve a QUBO model of size nc. Our numerical
solutions show that when applied to randomly generated
problem instances of size nc = 8, 32 and 64, this encoding
scheme was able to find suitable high quality solutions us-
ing resources compatible with NISQ devices despite the
inability to capture any correlations between the classical
variables.
We also detailed encoding protocols that allow for two-
body correlations to be captured between the classical
variables. The number of qubits required scales logarith-
mically with the number of pairs encoded and we showed
that exploiting the topology of the QUBO instance is
essential for efficient optimization of the quantum state.
By applying the two-body correlation encoding to a Max-
Cut problem of 42 vertices, we were able to obtain better
performance compared to the minimal encoding scheme.
The focus of this work was primarily on the encoding
schemes outlined in the main text and was not intended
as a thorough investigation of the most efficient optimiza-
tion protocols. We believe that the results presented can
still be improved upon substantially. One possible area
for exploration could be finding an ansatz that would
result in a smoother cost function landscape with shal-
lower circuits. A more adapted classical optimizer may
also bring significant improvements in the optimization
process as it was found that a considerable fraction of
optimization runs got stuck in local minimas [43, 44].
Further avenues to explore would be whether gen-
eralizations to larger na-body correlations can be effi-
ciently optimized and whether alternative ways of cap-
turing correlations for dense problem instances can be
found. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, would be
to explore whether these encoding protocols can be im-
plemented on quantum platforms of sizes that cannot
be classically simulated to provide a quantum advantage
over existing classical algorithms.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the cost functions
In all of the encoding schemes outlined in the main
text, the quantum state |ψ(~θ)〉 captures a probability dis-
tribution over all 2nc classical solutions. In this context,
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we generalize the QUBO cost function, Cx = ~x
ᵀA~x, as a
sum over all possible solutions weighted by their respec-
tive probability to be sampled, i.e.
C =
∑
{~x}
~xᵀA ~xPr(~x),
=
∑
{~x}
nc∑
i,j=1
xiAijxjPr(~x),
=
nc∑
i,j=1
Aij
∑
{~x|xi=xj=1}
Pr(~x). (A1)
Here, {~x} represents the ensemble of all the 2nc possi-
ble solutions ~x while {~x|xi = xj = 1} represents only
the subset of the 2nc−2 solutions where the ith and jth
variables in ~x are xi = xj = 1. To obtain the third
line, we have explicitly used the fact that only variables
with values equal to 1 contributes to the cost function.
In what follows, we present in more details the following
steps that lead to Eqs. (5) and (9) of the main text and
provide further discussions about their properties.
1. Minimal encoding
In the minimal encoding, the state |ψ1(~θ)〉 describes
statistically independent classical variables where the
probability of sampling ~x is Pr(~x) =
∏nc
i=1 Pr(xi). In
this case,∑
{~x|xi=xj=1}
Pr(~x) =
{
Pr(xi = 1)Pr(xj = 1) if i 6= j
Pr(xi = 1) if i = j
,
(A2)
which, in terms of the quantum state amplitudes, reads
∑
{~x|xi=xj=1}
Pr(~x) =
{|bi(~θ)|2|bj(~θ)|2 if i 6= j
|bi(~θ)|2 if i = j
. (A3)
By substituting these results into Eq. (A1), one gets
C1(~θ) =
nc∑
i,j=1
Aij |bi(~θ)|2|bj(~θ)|2(1− δij) +
nc∑
i=1
Aii|bi(~θ)|2.
(A4)
The final form presented in Eq. (5) of the main text
is obtained by expressing the probabilities |bi(~θ)|2 =
〈Pˆ 1i 〉~θ/〈Pˆi〉~θ in terms of the projectors Pˆi and Pˆ 1i (de-
fined in the main text).
2. Two-body correlations
In the case where the variational quantum state |ψ2(~θ)〉
encodes a given set of two-body correlations, evaluating
Eq. (A1) is not as straightforward as in the minimal en-
coding. This is due to the multiple ways of evaluating the
probability Pr(~x) of sampling a solution ~x, each of which
capable of producing very different results. More pre-
cisely, for ~x = (σ1, σ2, . . . , σnc), Pr(~x) =
∏
{(i,j)} Pr(xi =
σi|xj = σj) where Pr(xi = σi|xj = σj) represents the
conditional probability to sample xi = σi given xj = σj .
Here the ensemble {(i, j)} represents a set of independent
encoded pairs where no variables are repeated, i.e. a per-
fect matching. Consequently, there are as many ways
to evaluate Pr(~x) as there are perfect matchings Npm(G)
in the graph G, corresponding to the encoded pairs in
|ψ2(~θ)〉.
To evaluate Eq. (A1), we average over all possible ways
of evaluating Pr(~x), denoted by {Pr(~x)}, and define the
mean probabilities
P¯ i,j1,1 ≡
1
Npm(G)
∑
{Pr(~x)}
∑
{~x|xi=xj=1}
Pr(~x), (A5)
for i 6= j. The mean probability to sample a single vari-
able xi = 1, P¯
i
1, is given by the same above definition
with i = j. There are two distinct scenarios that one
can encounter while averaging over all possible perfect
matchings corresponding to xi = xj = 1 in G. The first
is when the perfect matching contains an edge connecting
xi and xj . There are Npm(Gij) of such instances, where
Gij is the graph obtained by subtracting the two vertices
i and j. For each of these instances, the conditional prob-
ability Pr(xi = 1|xj = 1) = |dij(~θ)|2 is directly encoded
in the quantum state (see Eq. (6) of the main text). The
second scenario occurs when the perfect matching does
not include an edge connecting the vertices i and j to
each other but instead to other vertices k and l. These
cases appear within a subset of Npm(Gijkl) perfect match-
ing instances, where Gijkl is the graph obtained by sub-
tracting the vertices i, j, k and l. In these scenarios, the
conditional probability Pr(xi = 1|xj = 1) is not directly
encoded in the quantum state and has to be inferred
from Pr(xi = 1|xj = 1) = Pr(xk = 0, 1|xi = 1)Pr(xl =
0, 1|xj = 1) = (|cki|2+ |dki|2), where Pr(xk = 0, 1|xi = 1)
is the conditional probability of having xk = 0 or xk = 1
given xi = 1.
Considering these contributions, we obtain the follow-
ing mean conditional probabilities:
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P¯ i,j1,1 =
Npm(Gijkl)
Npm(G)
nc∑
l 6=i,j
nc∑
k 6=i,j,l
Pr(xk = 0, 1|xi = 1) Pr(xl = 0, 1|xj = 1) + Npm(Gij)
Npm(G) Pr(xi = 1|xj = 1),
=
Npm(Gijkl)
Npm(G)
nc∑
l 6=i,j
nc∑
k 6=i,j,l
[(|cki|2 + |dki|2) (|clj |2 + |dlj |2)]+ Npm(Gij)
Npm(G) |dij |
2, (A6)
for (i 6= j), and
P¯ i1,1 =
Npm(Gik)
Npm(G)
nc∑
i 6=k
Pr(xk = 0, 1|xi = 1),
=
Npm(Gik)
Npm(G)
nc∑
i 6=k
(|cki|2 + |dki|2) , (A7)
for i = j.
The cost function in Eq. (A1) thus adopts the final form
C2 =
nc∑
i,j=1
AijP¯ i,j1,1(1− δij) +
nc∑
i=1
AiiP¯ i1,1, (A8)
as in Eq. (9) of the main text.
This averaging ensures a well behaved cost function
where the quantum state which minimizes this cost func-
tion gives the unit probability of sampling the exact so-
lution which minimizes the QUBO problem. The draw-
back of this method is the partial “washing out” of the
encoded correlations as it can be seen by the first term
(second scenario) in Eq. (A6) which adopts the form of
two statistically independent variables.
Following the steps outlined above, the following aver-
aged probabilities can also be derived:
P¯ i,j0,1 =
nc∑
l 6=i,j
nc∑
k 6=i,j,l
Rijkl(G)(|aki|2 + |bki|2)(|clj |2 + |dlj |2)
+Rij(G)|cij |2, (A9)
P¯ i,j1,0 =
nc∑
l 6=i,j
nc∑
k 6=i,j,l
Rijkl(G)(|cki|2 + |dki|2)(|alj |2 + |blj |2)
+Rij(G)|bij |2, (A10)
P¯ i,j0,0 =1−
[
P¯ i,j0,1 − P¯ i,j1,0 − P¯ i,j1,1
]
. (A11)
3. The cost function landscape
The cost functions C1(~θ) and C2(~θ), described by
Eq. (5) and Eq. (9) of the main text, are nonlinear com-
binations of expectation values. This form leads to very
different behaviours as a function of ~θ when compared to
the linear cost function Ccp(~θ) derived in the complete
encoding limit [cf. Eq. (3) of the main text].
These differences are depicted in Fig. 7, where Ccp(~θ),
C1(~θ) and C2(~θ) are plotted as a function of a single
parameter θi with all other rotation angles being fixed
at random values. The A matrix used in Fig. 7 (a)–(c)
is the same randomly generated nc = 8 matrix used in
Section III C of the main text, while the same A ma-
trix describing the nc = 42 3-regular Max-Cut in Section
IV A 1 was used in panel (d). The circuit used to ob-
tain the landscape of Ccp(θi) consists of a single layer
of RY (θ) applied in parallel to all qubits. This circuit
was chosen as it consists of only single-qubit rotations
with no entangling gates. The resulting quantum state
can therefore only describe probability distributions of
statistically independent classical variables in the com-
plete encoding, and is equally expressible as |ψ1(~θ)〉 in
the minimal encoding.
For deep circuits and linear cost functions, Ref. [31]
predicts the existence of barren plateaus for 2-design
quantum circuits Uˆ(~θ). Interestingly, the non linear
forms of C1(~θ) and C2(~θ) do not fulfil the necessary con-
ditions underlying the proof derived in Ref. [31]. Con-
sequently, we expect that a more constrained condition
of a t-design quantum circuit, where t > 2, would be
necessary to demonstrate the existence of these barren
plateaus. In addition, for cost functions comprising of
a linear combination of a Poly(nq) number of global
observables, Ref. [45] predicts the existence of barren
plateaus even for shallow circuits. Despite the fact that
each observable considered in this work is a projector,
i.e. global operator, the nonlinearity of C1(~θ) and C2(~θ)
combined with the O(2nq ) number of terms involved also
do not fulfil the necessary conditions for the proof in
Ref. [45]. A more thorough investigation of the barren
plateaus for nonlinear cost function is left for future work.
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FIG. 7: Cost function landscape as a function of a randomly chosen θi. Solid line shows the expectation value in the limit
nmeas → ∞, compared with the simulated value obtained from finite nmeas. The dotted lines from the cross to the triangle
show the path taken by the COBYLA optimizer to find the optimal θi. (a)–(b) Complete and minimal encoding cost functions,
Ccp(~θ) and C1(~θ), for a randomly generated A with nc = 8. Simulated values obtained using nmeas = 5000 and circuit depth
L = 4. nq = 8 qubits were used for the complete encoding compared to nq = 4 in the minimal encoding. (c) C2(~θ) for a
randomly generated A with nc = 8 using na = 2 encoding scheme. All possible two-body correlations were encoded using
nq = 7 qubits. Simulated values obtained using nmeas = 15000 and circuit depth L = 12. (d) C2(~θ) for a 3-regular Max-Cut
problem with nc = 42 classical variables using na = 2 encoding scheme. Selective encoding with nq = 8 qubits was used.
Simulated values obtained using nmeas = 15000 and circuit depth L = 6.
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